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Berlin films inspire 1 in 10 tourists to visit Berlin  
 Latest study: film tourists spend 333 million Euros in Berlin each year / Berlin is top filming 

location in Germany  

Berlin, April 2nd, 2014 Films and TV series filmed in the Berlin region are attracting a significant 

number of visitors to the city: ten per cent of tourists coming to Germany’s capital have been 

inspired to visit due to the city’s role in films and TV series. Film-fan tourism as a result of 

productions such as “Monuments Men,” “Unknown Identity,” and “Don 2” is bringing approximately 

333 million Euros to Berlin each year, with a tourism impact equalling 134 million Euros. These were 

the findings of the latest study of the Berlin-Brandenburg media board, sponsored by visitBerlin.  

Burkhard Kieker, CEO of visitBerlin, comments: “Berlin owes its rise to the top 3 travel destinations 

in Europe to a substantial part to the film industry. The presence of celebrities living in Berlin while 

filming and because Berlin so often serves as a setting for major international film productions has 

strengthened interest in our authentic metropolis a million-fold.”  

Each year, more than 300 German and international films are filmed in interesting locations across 

the Berlin region, with film and tourism mutually reinforcing one another. Visitors to filming 

locations, cinemas, about 70 film festivals and the Berlinale (Berlin International Film Festival) are 

all important drivers for the Berlin tourism industry. The city’s hundred or so cinemas, the most in 

any German city, also benefit from and contribute to this draw to Berlin.  

Film-makers opting for Berlin  

Berlin takes a top position for German and international TV and film producers, far above Munich, 

Cologne, and Hamburg. Respondents appreciate the mix of authentic film locations with unique 

sets, excellent production conditions, qualified professionals, creative lifestyles and relatively low 

costs. Four times the 23,9 million Euros spent on film-making in the city is spent around the city in 

its hotels, restaurants, etc.. The study reveals that Berlin offers something for the whole production 

chain – including a vibrant restaurant and hotel scene as well as great cosmopolitan options for 

actors and film crews to explore during their down time. 

The “Film and TV Production in Berlin-Brandenburg – a Regional Comparative Study” can be 

downloaded here.  
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visitBerlin “We know Berlin”. This is the slogan that Berlin Tourismus & Kongress GmbH, operating under the trade name visitBerlin, has 
been using since 1993 to advertise Berlin globally as a travel destination. The visitBerlin Berlin Convention Office markets the German 
capital as a convention destination. After London and Paris, Berlin is third-most popular European city for tourism, with 24.9 million 
overnight stays in the German capital during 2012. Berlin is also one of the most popular destinations for conventions and meetings and 
is likewise ranked third. As a tour operator, visitBerlin offers a wide range of travel packages and also issues the official tourist ticket, the 
Berlin Berlin WelcomeCard. visitBerlin operates five Berlin Tourist Infos. The Berlin Service Center (Tel. +49(0)30-25 00 25) provides 
information on the complete spectrum of tourist services in Berlin. Information on the capital city is available in 13 languages at 
visitBerlin.de. 
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